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A new £950,000 health facility
in Harris, which brings a
number of services together
under the one roof, was hailed
as a future model of delivery at
its official opening on Tuesday.

Health board chairman Neil Galbraith cuts the ribbon to officially declare the premises open

SNH defends expenditure on
sea eagle predation on lambs
Scottish Natural Herirtage have defended
spending over £200,000 in an effort to deter
sea eagle predation on lambs — something the
conservation agency only admitted existed as
an issue last year.

Thanks to a Freedom of Information request it
was revealed last week that SNH have spent
£210,415 on deterring sea eagles from preying on
lambs, with inflatable ‘scary men’, ‘flashing
hawkeyes’ and ‘diversionary fish ponds’ amongst
the techniques on trial.
The use of shepherding, fencing and
supplementary feeding has also been implemented
in an attempt to lessen predation of lambs, and land
managers are paid to leave deer and goat carcases
on hillsides.
Sea eagles were reintroduced to Scotland in 1975

CALUM MACLEOD
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Scotland’s land reform process
has been giving a pretty good
impression of being in legislative
overdrive recently. A couple of
weeks ago the Scottish
Parliament passed the Community Empowerment Act
containing, amongst other
things, long-overdue provisions
to simplify the ‘crofting community’ and ‘community’ rights
to buy land and extend the
latter’s coverage to urban as well
as rural areas.

That was followed last week by
the Scottish Government’s publica-
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Wild fish and salmon
farming can co-exist

Harris centre
hailed as model
for future
service delivery

NHS Western Isles chairman Dr
Neil Galbraith said he had every
confidence the new local health
‘hub’ — which combines the local
GP practice, two dental surgeries, a
clinical area for visiting specialists
and office space for community
nurses — would prove to be a
“centre of excellence”.
“It is a health facility, but is
equally a community facility for
the people of Harris and the
services provided here for the
community are what the new hub is
all about,” he said. “I really hope
the hub here in Harris will provide
a model for what we may do
elsewhere.”
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and are now a common sight throughout the West
Highlands. However, crofters and farmers have
maintained the birds kill lambs, something SNH
denied until last year when they launched a new sea
eagle management scheme.
Ross Lilley, SNH’s sea eagle scheme manager,
said: “First off, our sea eagle management
programme has been around for more than 10 years,
so we have acknowledged that farmers need help
for many years where they are experiencing sea
eagle impacts on their sheep. Scotland’s farmers are
important to our economy and to maintaining our
natural heritage, so money spent on this programme
is clearly worthwhile. Around the world, farmers are
supported in similar ways for similar wildlife issues.
“The scheme has been adapted over the years to
respond to issues as the sea eagle population
becomes established in Scotland. The latest scheme

tion of its long-awaited Land Reform
Bill, embryonic legislation that the
SNP claims will help permanently
redraw the relationship between
Scotland’s people and land in the
interests of fairness, equality and
social justice. That’s an optimistic
assertion that the Bill in its current
format may struggle to match.
Few of the Bill’s provisions will
surprise anyone who’s kept half an
eye on the way land reform’s been
evolving as a policy issue over the
last few months. They were heavily
trailed in a Government consultation
paper issued last December in the
wake of Nicola Sturgeon’s headlinegrabbing announcement that “radical
land reform” would be at the centre
of the SNP’s programme for
government during the remainder of
this Parliamentary session.
Many of the proposals contained
in that paper have subsequently
found their way on to the pages of
the draft Bill. So there are provisions
for a Scottish Land Commission and
a Land Rights and Responsibilities
Policy Statement to make sure that
— this time — land reform sticks
around on the political agenda rather
than exiting stage left as happened
after the Land Reform (Scotland) Act
2003 was passed. There are
provisions too for enhancing access
to information on exactly who does
own Scotland and for creating a duty
upon Scottish Ministers to develop
guidance for landowners to engage
with communities when making land
management decisions. Alongside
these sit interim proposals for deer
management ahead of a future

is trialling a range of measures in collaboration with
land managers, with a view to finding a longer-term
arrangement. Farming practices vary across the
country, as do the birds’ behaviour, so it is important
to recognise this in the support offered by the
scheme.”
The £210,000 bill was attacked by
TaxpayerScotland, with director Eben Wilson
commenting: “It is a question of allocation of
taxpayers’ money — you have to ask if this is a
good use of their money.
“Quangos like SNH can always justify spending
large sums of money but really local people should
have a say and the cost should fall on those
affected.”
He added: “The reality is that local crofters could
probably do this at a tenth of the cost.”
Editorial, page 15

statutory scheme, some minor
modifications to statutory provisions
on common good and marginal
changes to the core paths planning
process.
Some have argued that these
provisions risk adding more layers of
centralising bureaucracy where none
are needed. But, apart from that,
there’s really very little in the above
for Scotland’s landed elite to get
terribly exercised about.
In contrast, the Land Reform Bill’s
remaining proposals have generated
less sanguine responses from that
constituency. The proposal to
remove business rates exemptions
from deer forests and shootings
(enterprises that are essentially the
preserve of large private estates) has
prompted landed interests to warn of
potentially-dire consequences for the
rural economy in terms of lost jobs
and dwindling inward investment.
That argument appears to have cut
very little ice with the Government.
The Policy Memorandum accompanying the Bill flatly states that
there is no clear policy basis for these
exemptions to continue and that the
Government is unconvinced as to the
allegedly negative effects that their
removal will cause.
Indeed there’s a counter-argument
to be made that levelling the business
rates playing field may actually result
in economic benefits, given that the
additional revenues will help top up
the Scottish Land Fund to the tune of
£10 million per year to finance more
community land buyouts. That ‘glass
half full’ perspective is admittedly
unlikely to be shared by all.

Aside from the prospect of tax
exemptions disappearing, provisions
to enable Ministers to force the sale
of land if the scale of landownership
or landowners’ decisions act as a
barrier to communities’ sustainable
development have also sounded
alarm bells amongst private
landowners. Predictably it hasn’t
taken long for the polarising rhetoric
of ‘Robert Mugabe-style land grabs’
to be dusted down and given a
thorough airing in much of the
ensuing media coverage of the Bill.
However,
anyone
seriously
anticipating that land will be
wrenched from private hands in a
redistributive frenzy to the masses
probably needs to take a deep breath
before gently exhaling. In practice
it’s highly doubtful that progressive
private landowners (as most of them
claim to be) will have anything much
to fear from what are likely to be
last-resort, backstop powers of
intervention when all other avenues
of mediation have been exhausted.
Still, that will probably be of cold
comfort to lairds unless some
definitional backbone is added to the
opaque concept of ‘sustainable
development’ within the legislation.
Parliament also faces the
potentially-challenging issue of
having to untangle the relationship
between the Land Reform Bill’s
proposed Right to Buy and the
newly-minted ‘unwilling seller’
variant contained in the Community
Empowerment Act. It’s unclear why
the proposed right focuses on
advancing ‘sustainable development’
when that was rejected as a basis for

IN HIS LETTER Peter Urpeth accuses
me of failing to understand the
interactions between fish farms, wild
fish and the environment. (WHFP
26/6/15).
I have travelled up and down the
west coast since 1978 and am unaware
of any environmental catastrophe due
to the presence of fish farms in all that
time. What I do know is that in 2012
the Garynahine Estate, located just 15
miles from Stornoway, landed the
largest rod catch of wild salmon since
their records began in the late 1800s.
Anglers caught a total of 555 fish
against a five-year average of just 116.
This is despite the fact that fish
returning to the river have to negotiate
a ring of six salmon farms in Loch
Roag.
Wild fish and salmon farming can
and do exist in harmony despite claims
otherwise from campaigners like Mr
Urpeth.
Salmon farming has been blamed
for the decline in wild salmon and sea
trout numbers for many years. For
example, the collapse of the Loch
Maree sea trout fishery has been
attributed to the presence of a salmon
farm in nearby Loch Ewe even though
the collapse had begun well before the
salmon farm arrived in the loch. Such
inconsistencies have not prevented
salmon farming from being the
scapegoat for declining wild fish
populations.
Whilst Mr Urpeth claims the
negative impacts of salmon farming
on the environment are well
documented, such claims can actually
be traced back many years to events
on the Canadian, rather than the
Scottish, west coast. The
establishment of salmon farms in
British Columbia was met with
dismay from some of the large
American charitable foundations.
They were worried that the
widespread availability of farmed
salmon might destroy the Alaskan
wild salmon fishery and hence an
’American way of life’. They set out
to discredit the salmon farming
industry by donating tens of millions

of dollars to a number of
environmental groups to fund antisalmon farming campaigns.
One of these was ‘Farmed and
Dangerous’ with the message that
farmed salmon were not only
damaging to the environment but also
to human health. However, these scare
campaigns failed to persuade US
consumers to stop eating farmed
salmon and they continue to do so
with an ever-increasing appetite.
Unfortunately, these contrived
messages have spread, along with
funds, to the environmental sector in
Europe.
Finally, Peter Urpeth asks me to
explain why four Scottish salmon
companies have left the Global
Salmon Initiative. This question shows
that Peter Urpeth grabs at any reason
to attack salmon farming without even
checking the facts. In fact, only two
Scottish salmon companies have left
this voluntary group. My personal
view is that these companies probably
prefer to focus their energies on what
is happening in Scotland rather than in
other countries. Perhaps, if Mr Urpeth
wants a more definitive answer, he
contacts the companies directly rather
than through the pages of the WHFP.
DR MARTIN JAFFA
Callander McDowell
497 KINGSWOOD ROAD
PRESTWICH M45 0FN

Thanks for help at
Kyleakin dance

I WOULD LIKE to thank everyone
who came along to the fundraising
dance in Kyleakin Hall on Friday 5th
July and in helping us raise £3,810 for
the Highland Hospice.
It was a great night and the
Skipinnish boys were in fine form. A
big thanks to the boys on the bar and
everyone who helped on the night,
gave raffle prizes, baking and
donations.
JOAN MURRAY
ERBUSAIG COTTAGE
ERBUSAIG KYLE IV40 8BB
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the existing Right to Buy in favour
of emphasising ‘environmental
wellbeing’. Neither is it obvious
whether communities will be able to
use the proposed right as an
alternative to the Community
Empowerment Act’s Right to Buy so
as to force a buyout in the absence of
a willing seller. Expect this aspect of
the Bill to be subjected to
particularly-intense scrutiny when
making its way through the
legislative process.
The third area of contention
relates to the sizable portion of the
Bill relating to Agricultural
Holdings. At first reading, provisions
on future tenancy arrangements;
tenant’s right to buy; sale when
landlord in breach of tenancy
obligations; rent reviews; assignation
and succession to tenancies;
compensation
for
tenant’s
improvements; and a right to object
to certain improvements by landlords
all seem focused on improving the
lot of tenant farmers. However,
critics are already lining up to argue
that these measures don’t go far
enough to put the relationship
between agricultural tenants and
landlords onto a more equitable
footing. In contrast, others contend
that bolting these provisions on to the
Bill risks ‘cut and shut’ legislation
that creates as many problems as it
seeks to solve.

TIME WILL TELL how these and
other aspects of the Bill fare as it
progresses through Parliament in the
autumn.
It’s perfectly clear that the
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legislation will not be the prelude to
an ideologically-driven trolley dash
to grab Scotland’s private estates en
route to a socialist nirvana, whatever
land reform’s more excitable
detractors may claim. That view is
further underscored by the Bill’s
omission of any provisions to limit
both the scale of land-ownings in
Scotland and the ability of non-EUregistered entities to own Scottish
land; two of the more radical
proposals contained in last year’s
report by the Government-appointed
Land Reform Review Group. Despite
all the heady talk about ‘radical
reform’, the Bill therefore seems to
be much more about pragmatic
policy evolution than revolution.
That the Land Reform Bill will
secure cross-party support in
Parliament seems beyond doubt. All
of the mainstream parties (Scottish
Tories aside) have pinned their
colours to land reform’s mast to a
greater or lesser degree, and all will
be lodging amendments to the Bill’s
provisions as it progresses through
Parliament. Given how the
Parliamentary arithmetic is likely to
stack up, it will therefore be both
intriguing and instructive to see just
how bold the SNP Government is
prepared to be within the apparentlymodest reforming boundaries of the
Bill’s provisions.
More generally, it’s essential that
both the current and forthcoming
legislation form part of a much
wider, ongoing programme of
progressive land reform rather than
representing Government’s last word
on the process.

